Poster - Thur Eve - 48: An inexpensive and convenient phantom for quality assurance in image guidance based radiosurgery.
This work describes the design and use of an inexpensive phantom designed for precision measurements in radiosurgery quality assurance. The main features of this simple phantom include its solid water construction, interchangeable ion chamber holders and film registration system, thus allowing for measurement of small fields with several detectors using the same phantom. The entire phantom was constructed using one 30cm × 30cm × 3cm slab of solid water. The phantom contains a slot that allows for the placement of two small volume ion chambers (liquid and A1SL) via custom inserts near the center of the phantom. In addition, the plug can be filled for film measurements. The phantom can be split down the center to allow for the placement of a film. As opposed to registering film to room based markers, such as lasers, the phantom contains radio-opaque fiducials that puncture the film while also providing a method to register the film images to exported dose planes. In addition to the markers used for film registration, the phantom contains several external beebees that can be used to avoid ambiguity in image registration when using image guidance for setup. This simple phantom contains many features of other much more expensive phantoms designed for this purpose and has been found to be very useful clinically and in departmental research. The key elements of this phantom could be included in several other designs allowing it to be reproduced in other centers.